When two distinct offshore reservoirs produce in the same region, the same gathering system for both reservoirs may be used. It is recommended that the gas/oil composition is modeled because its effects can impact reservoir forecasting. An incorrectly-modeled Integrated Production Management (IPM), i.e. one with insufficient data, can impact system management negatively due to the lack of a rigorous compositional modeling impact assessment. To fully study this problem, there need to be a method to model mixed-composition petroleum streams. Most proposed methods to carry this task are Pseudo-Compositional (based on K-values) or are based on Black-Oil models. The objective of this work is to develop a method for mixed-composition petroleum streams to be used in future compositional IPM optimization studies. This paper implements, validates, and discusses the limitations and reproducibility of a mixed-composition petroleum stream. It models a methodology based on an Equation of State (EoS) and PVT data, and combines concepts proposed by Carpio (2012) to automate the process. This work compares the proposed method with two mixing methods from the literature. The three mixing methods studied are based on concepts of tuned EoS and the well-known methods of EoS from Peng-Robinson (1978) , and volume translation from Jhaveri-Youngren (1988) . The analysis and comparison of the methods are based on conventional data and simulated tuned experiments, when applicable. The results of this study show a small but significant variability of mixed-stream properties from the three proxy methods with the potential to impact optimal reservoir control conditions. Therefore, the deviation potential of mixed-stream models is worth further investigation, thus, justifying a subsequent sensitivity study, with focus on closed-loop IPM.
INTRODUCTION
Oil and gas field management and operational optimization are complex because of many factors: multi-component fluid production, sour or hazardous gas releases, complexity in determining any interconnection between operational variables and operational limitations, multiple, and sudden temporary modifications (Giorgio et al., 2012) . In this context, mixing production streams affect all the issues listed above.
A reoccurring situation in projects of integrated production systems is the joining of two or more streams with different petroleum characteristics, such as those from different fields (Carpio, 2012).
The reliability of Integrated Asset Modeling results can be compromised as the applied fluiddynamic models neglect various intrinsically transient and/or thermal phenomena, such as liquid loading, slug/unstable flow, and JouleThomson cooling (Lullo et al., 2011).
Modeling the contour conditions for reservoir production systems can be an "uncoupled" (standalone) architecture from the wellhead to the platform separator using Black-Oil models (Mattax & Dalton, 1990 ). This uncoupled Black-Oil type production modeling may be unsuitable in several scenarios. For example, scenarios comprising the mixture of different offshore reservoir oils in integrated oil production such as reservoir systems under high pressure, or reservoirs rich in carbon dioxide and with a mix of inlet streams from reservoirs under reinjection of production gases. Both scenarios are possible in Brazilian offshore projects, thus, requiring the development of methods to assess whether rigorous compositional modeling is critical to a project, affecting reservoir contour conditions and reservoir management significantly.
Stream junctions occur at variable temperatures and flow rates throughout the production period. The exit stream is usually not characterized experimentally. For this reason, in some cases, such as mixing very different fluids, Black-Oil based fluid mixing volumetric estimates might differ from compositional estimates and from real values. If Black-Oil model estimates are used for the gathering system design, they can affect volumetric distribution of phases and the flow rate of the resulting stream. As a result, potential deviations from expected flow rates and well-head pressures can affect reservoir contour conditions directly. Whenever these contour conditions change considerably, the profitability is affected negatively as reservoir management does not reflect reservoir conditions. Ultimately, it hinders final oil recovery and reduces cash flow.
To address this issue, this paper implements three proxy methods for a compositional mixture of streams. The proposed methodology is valid for high-pressure mixtures at non-critical conditions and not yet subject to reinjection of production gases. As such, subsequent works can automate the compositional modeling of the resulting stream, allowing one, through the use of closedloop reservoir management and Integrated Production Management (IPM), to determine this mixing impact on reservoir contour conditions and its subsequent impact on reservoir drainage strategy.
To develop a methodology to assess the impact of a rigorous compositional modeling on IPM and reservoir development, we start by implementing and evaluating simpler proxy compositional methods. These methods are used for mixed streams based on Equations of State (EoS), when different inlet reservoir streams are mixed in integrated oil production and reservoir systems.
The first step for the proposed closed-loop composition-based workflow is to reproduce and evaluate different methods. The aim of this work is to improve reservoir design as well as the structuring, planning, and operationalizing the reservoir through the improved exit-stream modeling from multiple inlet streams at a definite junction section (for instance, separator or subsea manifold).
The methods described in this work facilitate the future evaluation of the impact of compositional methods on the contour conditions of coupled reservoirs and production system models. A more rigorous representation of the phase behavior of the exit stream will allow future work to assess whether this behavior significantly impacts the reservoir production strategy. Measuring the influence of the modeling impact on optimal reservoir parameters of the integrated reservoir and production system also becomes possible.
The main objective of this work is to implement, validate, and discuss the reproducibility and limitations of a mixed-composition petroleum stream method based on an EoS and PVT data combined with concepts proposed by Carpio (2012).
A secondary objective is to check the consistency of the parameters that affect the capability of an EoS to reproduce the physical behavior of the hypothetical mixture constituents separately.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Standard EoS PVT characterization and consistency checks required for this study
Standard EoS PVT characterization is an essential tool for the mixed-composition petroleum stream methods evaluated in this work. PVT characterization can be improved with experimental data using various different finetuning techniques matched with the experiments to improve accuracy associated to inherent experimental errors and to reproduce the measured behavior. First, however, data must be checked for consistency. To the best of our knowledge, there are no rigorous classical methods for thermodynamic consistency for petroleum containing heavy fractions, developed using the Gibbs-Duhem equation for petroleum, like those for pure components and other types of mixtures from Won and Prausnitz (1973 All the above tests require a general form for multicomponent hydrocarbon mixtures that have not yet been developed. Despite the identification of this gap, the present paper does not focus on that problem. Also, one of the most important terms for calculating multicomponent petroleum mixtures is obtaining the standard state properties of the heavy fraction. These standard state properties remain unknown and undetermined, creating a significant gap between the practical extension of this theory to petroleum EoS, which is yet to be explored. Considering the above reasons, there is a lack of available models for thermodynamic consistency tests for cases of petroleum mixtures containing heavy fractions. As this is not the focus of this study, only the three tests discussed in the following methodology section will be considered in the evaluation of the quality of mixing methods.
Another popular, but less effective, approach is to check the properties of the mixtures with correlations, based on works such as the one proposed by Vazquez and Beggs (1977). We have discounted this method for the present study because most available correlations are developed for oil databases, mainly Black-Oil fluid. Unless the correlation is developed specifically for a databank of similar oils, this approach becomes case dependent and vulnerable to error. Nevertheless, there are other useful tools to detect and discard troublesome data like those described by Pedersen and Christensen (2007), who called this procedure "Quality Control of PVT data."
Once PVT data are consistent with quality control, and fluid compositions are considered representative of the material analyzed at the PVT laboratory, the EoS parameters are modified to improve fluid characterization. The need of consistent petroleum PVT data also applies to the description of a mixed-composition fluid formed from a pair of streams.
We used the concept of quality control from Pedersen and Christensen (2007), including several criteria-based concepts on experimental data and the simulation of tests for comparison. These data are detailed in the methodology section.
EoS tuning and inverse problem statements
After PVT data validation, the EoS is calibrated. Many bibliographic references use methods to modify the cubic EoS parameters to improve fluid characterization and reproduce PVT experimental data. Most of these methods modify the properties of the heavy plus fraction (e.g., C 7+ or C 20+ ), such as Judicious EoS tuning requires that only parameters with enough experimental uncertainties are used for regression, such as the critical parameters of a heavy fraction, P c , T c , and V c , and binary interaction parameters (BIPs or k ij ). Tuning must not modify random or arbitrary parameters without a theoretical foundation, especially from hydrocarbon fractions other than those of the residual heavy fraction. EoS tuning and the resulting petroleum characterization are an inverse problem. The large number of different acceptable solutions with the same answer comes from different combinations of EoS parameter modifications possible within the uncertainty of properties. For this reason, the mixed-composition petroleum stream also becomes an inverse problem, with input variations with magnitudes depending, among other factors, on the uncertainty of heavy fraction parameters, on the engineering choice involved, on calibration tolerance, on heavy fraction critical properties correlation, and also on the mixing method of streams or mixing rules chosen.
Another factor of consistency is that one specific EoS regression solution cannot be considered realistic only because it has reproduced a given set of PVT experiments with good accuracy. EoS regression is a very complex process and undergoes subjective interpretations that make it sensitive and delicate. (Pedersen et al., 1988) . Subcases of tuning combined without the specific mixture data may lead to unrealistic phase envelopes, unexpected or case-dependent formation of an additional phase, non-convergence of saturation pressures or nonphysical behavior. Among the possible preventive measures to mitigate these problems, we selected two to apply to the current choice of mixed paired fluid.
Review of novel works relevant to this study
Ghassemzadeh and Charkhi (2016) used a novel fully dynamic approach to optimize a gas-lift system, using proxy models to minimize the resource usage objective function. While reviewing the literature, they found several works demonstrating that it is possible to apply the best scenario to enhance the production rate by integrating the whole reservoir and production system using, at some point, both integrated model and proxy methodologies. These works found by Ghassemzadeh and Charkhi (2016) try to incorporate the conventional criteria with the ongoing consideration of reservoir and well conditions. According to Ghassemzadeh and Charkhi (2016), although the integrated methods are very powerful and valuable, the computational costs are a disadvantage. To overcome these difficulties, there are two possible solutions: tabulate and interpolate the necessary parameters, or use proxy models.
Ghassemzadeh and Charkhi (2016) explained that proxy techniques, of increasing popularity in recent years, are simplified models of a highly complicated process. Although their high computational efficiency is proven, using proxy models to optimize production is rare, although increasingly common in other fields of petroleum engineering.
Not every proxy model involves large amounts of data training, or employs artificial intelligence and optimization. Nevertheless, all of the models consider a specific, strict answer, and assume some kind of simplification on the overall framework. In light of this, there is an important distinction between the proxy approach employed by Ghassemzadeh and Charkhi's (2016), in the works they reviewed, and in this current work. The present work integrates oil stream phase equilibrium consolidated complex algorithms, but employs a single simplification on the compositional framework, so the reservoir model and production system remain unaltered. Other kind of models could be defined as proxy models, such as the Inflow Performance Relationships and Reservoir surface response models, but this work does not use these models or perform optimizations.
METHODOLOGY
Assumptions and limitations of the proposed method
To achieve our objectives, input data is the standard measurements of oil phase behavior of real PVT for unmixed, separate samples of a hypothetically combined pair of real fluids from The present work makes the following considerations:
 Each set of PVT data is obtained at the same temperature as the reservoir and the mixing temperature for a subsea manifold is the exit stream average;  The data from the resulting stream is unknown;
 The mixed stream has no significant water and no chemical reactions;
 There are no excess property models in the stream mixture methods;
 The equilibrium time is instantaneous, since it is based on flash expansions physics;
 There is an absence of deposition phenomena related to flow assurance issues that could affect phase behavior.
This work is unable to forecast solid formation (since it would need more robust models of PC-SAFT EoS or CPA EoS and additional data), multiphasic systems (VLLE) formation, or dynamic miscibility because of the simplifications assumed for the methods. Improvements can be made in subsequent works to address these issues, but these are not the focus of the present study. Tables 1 and 2 show the complete oil compositions. Table 3 shows heavy end oil properties.
Input data
Of the three data set of experiments used from Whitson and Brulé (2000), the first was for differential liberation, the second a constant compositional expansion, and the third a complete oil chromatography up to C 20+ and the associated heavy fraction characterization.
Out of the three from Pedersen et al. (1983), the first was for differential liberation; the second, a constant composition expansion and saturation pressure determination; and, the third, a complete oil chromatography up to C 20+ (with TBP distillation data) and the associated heavy fraction characterization. (1) Or, in terms of factor Z:
The constants of this PR EoS are given by:
Where ( Carpio (2012) discussed the definitions of a mixing rule and a combination rule. According to Carpio (2012), a mixing rule is a term within the cubic EoS that is used to calculate the multicomponent A and B terms. Combination rule is an equation of numerical similarity to the mixing rule, but used to average lumped components properties and to average EoS parameters in his methods.
The most simple and common mixing rule is offered by Kay (1936), used as a combination rule as well as a basis for lumping in most commercial software: 
Equation of State tuning method
The regression method for the three mixing methods used in this work was adapted from both the methods proposed by Scanavini et al. 
General Methodology
The methodology section is divided in three parts: (1) Quality Control of compositional mixture modeling, (2) compositional mixture of two fluids, and (3) tuning the EoS prior to or simultaneously with the mixing method. The first section defines 
Methodology for quality control of compositional mixture modeling
As previously stated in the Literature Review section, Pedersen and Christensen (2007) described concepts of quality control including several criteria based on experimental data and comparison of simulated tests. Two of these criteria, plus an additional concept from Li et al. (1984) can be useful to detect inconsistent compositional mixtures modeling descriptions. They are discussed below: 1-Saturation pressure at the reservoir temperature must be lower than reservoir pressure, or the sample is not representative. This concept will be further extended to describe mixtures. When the highest reservoir pressure of either reservoir sources, at the temperature of the mixed stream, is lower than the saturation pressure (BBP in this case) of the mixed stream, we suggest that the mixture modeling is inconsistent. The saturation pressure of the reservoirs must be higher than the mixed stream.
2-Li et al. (1984)
suggests that the use of phase diagrams and quality lines are useful tools to verify the quality of the lumped fluid description (as also supported by Whitson and Brulé, 2000). Extending this concept, we propose that an adequate simulated description of mixtures should behave in the following way: an acceptable mixture proxy model should have a 'coherent' phase diagram according to engineering judgment, when compared to both the original mixture constituent phase diagrams. This means that the phase envelope will be well posed, with behavior compatible with the expected type of petroleum mixture.
3-Pedersen and Christensen (2007)
proposed a refined version of Hoffman's plot (Hoffman et al.,  1953 ) by calculating the ratio of the component mole fractions in the separator gas and oil phases. They state that by plotting the logarithmic K-factor of simulated data against experimental data, the plotted points should be very close or identical to a straight line, especially in the first segment of the plot. Extending this concept, we suggest that a consistent simulated description of mixture behaves in the following way: the simulated Kfactor plot at mixing vessel conditions is located within the experimental K-factors plot for both constituent streams, for cases with only two predicted phases. Unfortunately, for the sample pair studied, there is no gas and oil compositional information allowing the calculation of the experimental K-values of Hoffman plots for any mixture constituents at mixture conditions. Incomplete information is available for only one of the samples about the separator gas composition at conditions different to those specified and limited to only below 7 carbon fractions, so this test will not be applied for the mixture chosen for this work.
Methodologies for compositional mixture of two fluids
This section describes the core part of the methodology, while the following section details the tuning method. Figure 2 describes the main steps for the proposed general workflow.
Three main methods to model the composition of mixed streams were compared (KCR, LKCR, and Weaved): 1983) . The molecular weight interval was divided by matching weight fractions, using the sum of squared residuals to measure the discrepancy between data and estimated models.
3. Each fluid is, then, tuned individually for an initial complete characterization. Then, any necessary adjustments are made to fit within determined tolerance levels.
4. Subsequently, rheology is calibrated individually. Then, necessary adjustments are made to fit within determined tolerance levels.
5. Molar weighted Kay's combination rules are used in a spreadsheet to calculate mixture compositions, critical properties, molecular weight, acentric factors, volume shifts, Z, densities, boiling temperatures, parachor parameters, binary interaction parameters, and rheological coefficients.
6. PVT models are updated for mixture conditions, P-T phase diagrams are plotted, and consistency is checked.
7. Simulation of flash expansion at P and T of forecast (target reservoir temperature, target pressure, molar proportion feed) is performed. Check for results reproducibility. 
Method 3 -Simultaneous regression: weaved
The flowchart summarizing the steps of this method is shown above in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the steps specific to Method 3.
The following steps comprise this mixing methodology:
1. All data and compositions for each component in a mixture are input on two fields of the same file (main stream and enriched stream), PVT measurements are added to several appendixes of the same file (as if belonging to the same mean characterization). The experiments are specified on the symmetrical feed ratio desired for each experiment and associated fluid (equimolar in this case). The generated heavy fractions are inserted at this stage, as described in step 2 of the previous method, and combined as described in step 4 of this method, respecting the feed ratio.
Simulation of Flash Expansion at T and P target
2. A combined stream of the paired fluids is tuned simultaneously to the highest degree possible for an initial complete characterization (different fluid experiments for the same file, producing average simulated experiments), resulting in the same tuned parameters and values for both fluids. Necessary adjustments are made to minimize deviation, usually less restrictive than the conventional tuning.
3. Rheology is then calibrated simultaneously for both fluids. Necessary adjustments are made to minimize deviation.
4. Kay's molar weighted combination rules are used in a calculation spreadsheet for only compositional mixtures and not heavy fraction properties, with a single and important difference in this
Step: the heavy fractions are not lumped or combined but are kept separate. We advise keeping the binary interaction parameters among heavy fractions at zero.
5. PVT model are updated for mixed feed composition and heavy fractions, P-T phase diagrams are plotted and, consistency checked.
6. Simulation of flash expansion at P and T for forecast (target reservoir temperature, target pressure, molar proportion feed). Check for reproducibility of results.
Methodology for EoS tuning prior to or simultaneously with mixing method
We used pure component data from the literature for some EoS components, as well as theoretical correlations to predict critical properties. The methodology consists of 3 different steps and is explained below:
Step 1 -PVT and Critical Properties Calculation This step has two possible paths, depending on the source of characterization data: a software databank for pure compounds is used if the data is from the light fraction composition determined through gas chromatography (GC). For GC components heavier than C 5 , different from the heavy fraction, the database is identical to those published by Katz and Firozaabadi (1978) . However, if the data is from a TBP characterization or indefinite residual heavy fraction, heavier than hexane, it is characterized through osmometric vapor pressure measurements. In this case, critical properties correlations are used instead, using input data for fraction densities, average molecular weights, and distillation fraction boiling points. The correlations used in this study were Lee-Kesler (1975) for critical properties and Lee-Kesler (1975) for Acentric Factor (ω).
Component cluster choice
28 Components: N 2 ; CH 4 ; CO 2 ; C 2 H 6 ; C 3 H 8 ; isobutane; n-butane; iso-pentane; n-pentane; C 6 ; C 7 ; C 8 ; C 9 ; C 10 ; C 11 ; C 12 ; C 13 ; C 14 ; C 15 , C 16 , C 17 , C 18 , C 19 , PC-1-C 20+ , PC-2-C 20+ , PC-3-C 20+ , PC-4-C 20+ , PC-5-C 20+ .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The phase equilibria calculation provides the volumes of oil and gas for every part of the simulated coupled system, and also for each phase component and the molar composition of the stream. This information is relevant to the numerical simulation of the composition. Any significant variability in the mixed stream properties will directly impact reservoir management.
Input fluid phase behavior
Figures 5 and 6 show the phase envelope of the entry mixture components. Tables 8 and 9 show an example of characterization input.
Comparison of results for the three methods
After simulation, the base (proposed) method using the combination rules from Kay (1936) was compared to Methods 1 and 2 assessing: phase volume fractions, molar fractions, molecular weights, densities, and phase viscosities.
Each set of PVT data relative to the chosen mixed pair of streams was initially adjusted for 28 components (23 usual components + 5 heavy fraction split components) through non-linear regression. Experimental data were unavailable for the final real mixture. As a base method for this work, we chose the simple molar average of tuned properties from Kay's combination rule. After flash simulation, the results from the generated properties were given in Figures 7 to 10. Figure 7 displays the volume fraction calculated for the properties of each mixture, for each method. Figures 7 to 10 show volume fractions, molar fractions, molecular weights and densities, a small but influential density, and molecular weight variability of the mixed fluid data compared between methods. This data is sufficiently relevant to prompt further investigation of IPM and reservoir management studies. There are some smaller differences of data in relation to all methods considered, especially in columns representing oil properties. For instance, oil volume fractions tended to vary by about 5%, and about 3% for gas volume fractions. Consequently, molar fractions tended to vary by about 2.5% for oil molar fractions, and 0.64% for gas molar Table 10 . Differences between properties generated at flash simulation, for both liquid and gas phases, for all methods studied, 24 components base description (base method is green, large discrepancies are highlighted in red). fractions. Also, molecular weights varied by 6.2% for oil, and over 3% for gas, while densities only varied by 3.4% for oil, and over 4% for gas. Finally, the forecasting for viscosities was unreliable with large differences, over 11% for the most consistent description.
Based on the consistency checks of saturation pressures, we concluded that the main cause for this disagreement was an inconsistent Method 2 with large deviations for most properties (based on Lee-Kesler mixing rule). The target saturation pressure for Method 2 did not converge, and caused the formation of a small volume in a third phase. Other consistency checks did not detect any larger discrepancies from the phase envelopes for this case. We believe that small discrepancies for properties, originating from a consistent description, will amplify any property deviations in future studies of Integrated Production Management (IPM), and in closed-loop reservoir management. Therefore, in future studies, it will be possible to evaluate with two of the previous three tools (saturation pressures and phase envelopes). Through quality control checks, one will detect incorrect or unreliable descriptions, consequently, preventing strong modeling mismatches.
Discussion to discard data descriptions using quality check
In quality check number 1, the saturation pressures and maximum reservoir pressures of the two fluids comprising the mixture, at reservoir temperature, can be seen on Table 11 . The consistency checks for every method are displayed for comparison with the reference method. Figure 11 . Comparison of the phase envelopes for the properties of each mixture, each method, for each lumping scheme that converged (quality lines are suppressed in this graphic).
clear that Method 2 is inconsistent (saturation pressure did not converge) and also that no predicted saturation pressure for any method exceeded any reservoir pressure, so only the Kaybased and Weaved methods are initially consistent.
For quality check number 2, Figure 11 shows the phase envelopes.
There are no notable differences between the P-T diagrams. Since the third proposed quality check was non-viable for this study, the discussion will focus on the variability of forecasts for the properties of the mixture.
As stated by Carpio (2012), in a previous study, the efficient use of both methods based on combination rules is related directly to the pair of mixed fluids and to the P and T conditions of the study. It is believed that fluids with greater volatility and at near-critical region conditions decrease the reliability of accurately forecasting the equilibrium of the mixture. The same concept is applicable to all the studied mixing methods. Because of this, simulating the fluid mixture is not possible using simple black-oil average additive properties for every composition, especially for lighter components and heavy fractions. The high variability of the inconsistent mixture method (LeeKesler based) was largely caused by the calculated (P c , T c , Z, and V c ) properties during the combining procedure.
Lastly, the most important analysis concerns the choice of mixing methods. Since the real answer is unknown, and two descriptions were successfully achieved passing two quality checks, the recommendation for future studies of Integrated Production Management (IPM) is to assess every studied mixing method to evaluate the impact on stream properties, reservoir contour conditions, reservoir management, and IPM.
Based on all the above observations, a further study of the impact of production systems on reservoir contour conditions might be useful using an automated black-oil method; the standard rigorous method and; two of the three proxy methods (Kay CR and Weaved) studied in this work. The variability of mixture properties from different methods resulted in a small but significant margin of deviation. Therefore, we suggest that when contour conditions are affected considerably, composition mix modeling may prove useful for both IPM and closed-loop reservoir management to improve recovery and profit.
CONCLUSIONS
This work reviewed three proxy methods to simulate the compositional mixture of petroleum streams through EoS tuning and characterization (that are applicable to flow simulators). It also compared these methods in the absence of experimental mixture PVT data.
Behavioral analysis of mixed-composition base Method 1 (based on combinational rules, KMR) has shown to be a simple and practical solution to a critical problem. Method 2 (LKMR) had inconsistency issues which prevented further testing. We found Method 3 (Weaved) to be consistent.
There are small but significant variations in mixture properties (oil volume fractions, molar fractions, molecular weights, densities, and viscosities) that occur due to the inherent nature of this inverse problem. In some cases, a third phase forms making variability even more critical to IPM studies.
Compositional mixing can therefore be a source of uncertainty for both closed-loop Reservoir Management and IPM because of the variability of the properties in the mixture. If a mixing method is an influential factor on profit margins and it is not addressed, a systematic investigation is needed for closed-loop Reservoir Management, to mitigate losses and improve oil recovery.
